
2021 Hillview Middle School 8th Grade Graduation –Route and Flow



Graduation Tips & Details

Due to COVID-19 gathering restrictions and guidance set forth by the state for graduation ceremonies,
Hillview has decided to hold a unique in-person graduation ceremony.  The ceremony will consist of a
celebratory “walk” through campus culminating with each student crossing the stage in the quad to
receive a promotion certificate.  Families are invited to join their graduate on the walk. Please read the
following carefully as it is important that families understand the protocols and timing of the event:

PARKING
Parking will be limited (as carline parking & the staff parking lot will not be open to families) so we
are asking families to arrive in one vehicle from the same household.  In addition, we will have
staggered “start” times to relieve parking as well. Street parking is available and recommended. No
drop offs of students and families are allowed (with the exception of those needing special assistance)

Masks will be required of all guests (regardless of whether you have been vaccinated).  In addition,
families need to maintain 6-feet distance between other families.  Any attendee experiencing symptoms
of COVID-19 must stay home. Families will walk with their 8th grader along the following route pictured
on the prior page.

The timing is as follows:
2:30-2:50 arrival: Trailblazers Blue 4:50 Explorers ends
2:50-3:10 arrival: Trailblazers Gold 5:10-5:30 arrival Pioneers Blue
3:30 Trailblazers ends 5:30-5:50 arrival Pioneers Gold , DL Students & A/B Students
3:50-4:10 arrival: Explorers Blue 6:10 Pioneers ends
4:10-4:30 arrival: Explorers Gold

ROUTE
● Entrance will be at the basketball courts near the front of school (all other entry points/gates

will be closed)
● Students and families will check in at the basketball courts using the sidewalk alongside the track

to enter campus.  It’s important that families stay in the order they arrived as this determines
their diploma order.

● If you want to walk near another family, pre arrange to arrive at the same time (within your
assigned times) and do not “wait” for other families to arrive in front of campus

● Students/families proceed to track and then straight down through the alleyway next to the
kitchen onto campus and will take a right and proceed around the student center to the quad.

● Once students reach the open area of the quad, they will then take a left and families will wait in
a queue until their student’s name is called.

● The student then proceeds to the stage while the family can proceed in front of the stage.
● Students will pick up their diploma from a table (not handed to them per guidelines) and then

walk across stage for a congratulatory picture with Principal Haug and then will exit the stage
towards the office.  Students will then rejoin their families and will drop off their gowns inside the
main entrance.  There is another option to take a photo either of the graduate or family outside
the PAC.

● Proceed to parking area or exit campus walking down the carline lane which will be roped off
*NOTE: When registering please indicate if anyone in your party will need special assistance and
cannot walk with your graduate.



Accepting Your Diploma Details

Every graduate will accept his or her diploma on the stage in the quad.  Here is what to expect.

● As students approach the quad they will queue in a line of graduates, while families queue in a
line to approach the stage.

● Graduates will walk up on the stage ONLY when their name is called
● Once their name is called, their diploma will be placed on a table
● The graduate will pick up their diploma from the table facing towards the quad
● They will walk then to the mark “X” for a photo op with Principal Haug
● They will then exit the stage towards the PAC
● Families will be able to also approach the stage behind the stanchions to cheer on their graduate

and will exit towards the PAC/office to reunite with their graduate


